CASE STUDY

Helping employees with
their day-to-day needs,

without the
day-to-day
administrative
strain.

C L I ENT S I N C E O CT, 2 0 0 8

See why WellStar’s WorkLife Services team turned to Purchasing Power’s innovative benefits
program to empower employees, enhance its corporate culture and emphasize its
commitment to a healthy work-life balance.

RESULTS AS OF APRIL 2020

Eligible Employees

Lifetime Customers

Repeat Buyer Frequency

17K+

5K+

87%

Annual Utilization Rate

28%

Average program
utilization rate is
10-20%

A benefits program doesn’t have to
cost anything to your company to
mean everything to your employees.
To attract highly skilled workers in a healthcare industry that was becoming
increasingly competitive, while also retaining the irreplaceable talent in
their current workforce, WellStar sought a way to significantly beef up
its employee benefits package, without creating additional costs or
administrative hassles. In 2008, WellStar’s director of Work-Life Services
found exactly that in Purchasing Power’s employee purchase program.

EMPLOYEE SNAPSHOT
AS OF APR 2020
Recommendation
Rating

85% would recommend
to their family, friends,
or coworkers*
*Survey results are from first time buyers

Products Purchased

Anytime you implement a program like Purchasing Power
you always have a fear of how much it’s going to require
of you to manage on a day-to-day basis…The staff of
Purchasing Power has been beyond phenomenal managing
any issues that arise in a very quick turnaround time.
- Work-Life Services Director, WellStar

Through its longstanding partnership with Purchasing Power, WellStar has
met its employee recruitment and retention goals, while strengthening its

Salary

work-life balance initiatives that reinforce its corporate culture.

Learn more at
www.PurchasingPower.com/Employers

OVERALL, HERE’S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY *

A+
71% say it
reduces financial
stress.

69% would have to
save up if they
didn't have our
program.

50% are more
likely to stay with
their organization.

BBB Rating

“I love shopping on your site—I get all my
Christmas and birthday gifts here. I love that
the payments are a small amount that comes
out of my pay each week.”
Heather J.
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